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Perlitz Defense Files
Motion to Dismiss

• fairfieldmirror.com ■

The Reflection of Fairfleld

Warrants Issued for Students in Bravo

BY CHRIS SIMMONS
MANAGING EDITOR

The defense for Doug Perlitz '92, the Fairfield alumnus who is currendy facing 10 counts of charges relating
to travel to a foreign country and engagement in illicit
sexual conduct, filed a motion to dismiss the charges on
several grounds.
The defense argued four main points to dismiss the
case in a memorandum in support of their motion to
dismiss the charges:
1. The indictment fails to allege the necessary eleNEW I PAiGE 4

Power Outage
Hits University
BY ALEXANDRA FOREMAN
STAFF WRITER

The University was impacted Monday afternoon when the campus temporarily lost power.
The United Illuminating power grid, which
feeds into the North Benson Road area, lost a relay
in the Co-Gen gas compressor control system. This
caused the Co-Gen to shut down, which led to the
power outage on campus. The relay was soon replaced from spares, and the Co-gen was restarted.
Student houses on Fairfield Beach Road also
lost power, some for hours throughout the afternoon.
According to Bill Auger, the director of Utilities
Services, there are a number of back-up generators
on campus, as well as battery back-up systems.
There is also a diesel generator at the Central
Utility Facility (CUF), Fairfield's energy producer,
which can "blackstart" the University if needed, he
said.
Even though this has happened before, "it
could happen again under similar conditions," says
Auger, "but overall [the Co-Gen] has done what it
was designed to do."

The Independent Student Newspaper
of Fairficld University

BY JOHN PADOVANO
STAFF WRITER

On Oct. 20, 2009, 74
people were arrested in the
raid of Bravo Restaurant. Now,
the students who playfully refer
to themselves as "the Bravo
survivors" are being held accountable for getting caught
underage drinking.
According to the Connecticut Post, 17 students were
arrested last week and another
34 turned themselves in during
the past week.

men involved who
wished to remain
anonymous. "They
just told us you
would hear from
the school and that
was about it."
Although
the police were
responsible for
detecting these
underage drinkers, the University
responded with
disciplinary actions
long before the
law did. Students
received letters in
their mailboxes on
Nov. 20 instructing
them to meet with
Dean Pellegrino.
Students who
were first-time
offenders were
required to do at
least five hours of
community service
and pay a $50 fine.
For second time
offenders, it was a
$75 fine. Students
Dan Leitao/The Mirror had the option to
pay these fines
On the night of Oct. 20 at
through the University's Toys
about 10:15 p.m., police closed
for Tots program.
off all the doors of Bravo and
In the Dean's meetings
separated the people inside
with students, Pellegrino said
he tried to get to the root of
into two groups — those over
21 and those under 21. The unwhy so many underclassmen
were at Bravo on the fateful
der-21 side was an overwhelmTuesday night.
ing larger group. After the
The Dean found it was
police confiscated the students'
more than students just wantfake I.D.s and took their inforing to drink.
mation, they told the students
"Some students I spoke
they could go home.
to were interested in getting
"[The police] said that
together to dance, others want
nothing was really going to
to hang out with friends. Some
happen because of the number
were bored, and others simply
of underage kids," said a fresh-

wanted to get off campus for a
while," said Pellegrino.
"I think we have to try
to understand more than just
the 'legal' part of what happened here in order to mitigate
against future occurrences," he
continued.
In terms of the legal"
aspect, those caught at Bravo
didn't hear from the Fairfield
police until the week of Dec. 14
when they were sent warrants
for their arrest.
Most of the students have
been given two options once
they report to the station:
1. Take advanced rehab
with six months of probation and once that six months
is over, all charges will be
dropped off their record, or
2. They are charged with
a criminal infraction, have to
pay a $90 fine and lose their
license for 30 days, after which
the incident will be struck from
the record.
The same anonymous
source was grateful that he was
only charged with underage
drinking and not possession
of a fake I.D., but he still felt he
was misinformed.
"They made it seem as if it
was not a big deal at the time of
the raid and then months later
we get a warrant for our arrest,"
he said.
The Connecticut Post
reported on Tuesday that
Bravo will close on Saturday.
Sources tell the Post that it will
reopen as a restaurant owned
by Leo Redgate, who owns the
nonprofit of the Community
Theater in Fairfield.
The Fairfield Police Department could not be reached
by press time.

Renovations Being Planned for Alumni Hall
"The $15 million figure is a best guess and nothing more.
We are still in the planning process ... there becomes
a true cost to complete a total project, and it is not
known at this time what that number will be."
To figure out the logistics and what the numbers will look like, Fairfield has hired the Boston
firm Canon Design, which ranked fourth out of
100 in "Construct 300" survey in the category for
University Design in 2008, to help the dream of
an updated Alumni Hall come to fruition.
The University has continually stressed that
this is part of a campus-wide initiative, and it is
not to be looked at as a new basketball facility.
When Reed was asked about Doris' comment
on Alumni Hall being referred to as a bad high
school gym, he said, "I think most people who have
been in Alumni Hall in recent years — whether for
a sporting event or another function of some kind —
would agree that the facility is in need of an upgrade
and falls below the standards for a university of Fair-

BY DAN LEITAO
STAFF WRITER

"I don't want to say I'm embarrassed to bring
people in here ... but it's a bad high school gym."
Athletic Director Gene Doris said this to the Connecticut Post when discussing new plans to renovate
Alumni Hall.
The University's plans are part of a much larger
overhaul of the campus, which includes the building of new residence halls, as well as the maintenance of other buildings on campus.
Vice President for Administrative and Student
Affairs Mark Reed said that the planning of renovations to "Alumni Hall is particularly unique ... as
a multi-purpose facility that serves not only as an
athletic venue for the University and Prep school but
also as the largest indoor event location on campus for
a variety of functions."
Reed had reported to the Connecticut Post that
the expected renovations would run approximately $15
million. He clarified this statement to The Mirror saying,
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The Start of the Movement

THE STAG SCHED
THIS WEEKEND ON CAMPUS...
BY KEm
IN FIVE EASY STEPS
HARRISON & LILY NORTON
ATTEND: TRIVIA NlGHT AT
ACOUSTIC CAFE
Acoustic Cafe on Fairfield Ave in Bridgeport
hosts trivia night every Monday night. The cost is
$10 per team to play (includes 1st pitcher of beer.)

PROTECT YOURSELF: H1N1
VACCINATION CLINIC

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Fairfield junior Ryan Lee has been writing graffiti for seven years. After a number of
run-ins with the law painting in and around the New York City metropolitan area,
he and his fellow crew member, Cease, have been exploring different legal avenues
to share their art with the community. "It represents our struggle as artists looked
down upon by society," Lee says. "It is a way for us to show the world the raw power
of graffiti and its application in legal ways," he said.
To see a slide show, check out fairfieldmirror.com.
Mini ■n»w ,.
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Stag, Lucas

CAMPUS
CRIME
HEAT
BY DAN LEITAO
STAFF WRITER

Monday, Jan. 18
12:35 a.m. The smell of
marijuana in a residential hall led to an alcohol
violation. The student was
referred to Judicial.
Tuesday, Jan. 19
12:22 p.m. There was disorderly conduct between a
student and a staff member.
Wedneday, Jan. 20
3:58 a.m. A vehicle drove
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onto a sidewalk and then
struck a tree. There were no
injuries.
10:26 a.m. Cash and other
items were stolen from
an unlocked room in a
residence hall.
Thursday, Jan. 21
7:20 p.m. There was an arrest for a narcotics violation
at the Quick Center.
11:01 p.m. There was
a narcotics arrest in a
residence hall.

ampf

The University Health Center is offering
H1N1 vaccines on Thursday afternoon in the
lower level of the BCC from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. If
you want to avoid the swine, make sure you get
in line!

CELEBRATE: POETRY FOR
PEACE WINNERS
Sixty winners in the 2nd annual "Poetry
for Peace" will be honored on Thursday night.
Poems were submitted from grammar school
students in Bridgeport and Fairfield and chosen by University faculty and students.

Sunday, Jan. 24
1:57 a.m. A student vandalized a men's room in a
residence hall.

WATCH: STATE OF THE UNION
ADDRESS

2:03 a.m. A student was
caught stealing from a cab
driver. The student was
caught and the cab driver
did not press charges.

President Barack Obama will deliver his
first official State.of the Union address Wednesday night at 9 p.m. He should be addressing
issues such as health care and the recession. If
you haven't read the news lately, make sure you
check it out.

8:19 p.m. A car's driver side
mirror was smashed. An
investigation is ongoing.

.
Friday, Jan. 22
2:37 a.m. Narcotics paraphernalia was confiscated in a residence hall.

Better Know a Stag

PARTICIPATE: HUNGER
CLEAN-UP
The first round of sign-ups for the annual
Hunger Clean-up drive is this Wednesday at 6:30
p.m. in the McGrath Commons. Be a part of the
University's biggest community service drive!

By the Numbers

BY GABRIELLA TUTINO

Who: Nargis Alizada '12
Major: International Studies
Hometown: Afghanistan
Involved in: MSA— Muslim Student Association

105,103
Number of bankruptcies filed in 2010.

50
Percent approval rating for Barack Obama (as of Jan. 18)

What's the mission statement of MSA?
Our mission statement is basically to bring the Muslim and non-Muslim communities together; to send out the right message as to what Islam is about.

Million Americans without health insurance

What's your favorite thing about your religion?
My hijab. It sets me apart; it's there for you to stand out Like my dad says, it's the flag of our
religion.

Billion dollars to funds U.S. troops this year, as a projected
cost.

What is one thing you would like to change on campus?
We're trying to establish a multi-faith prayer room on campus. Most members of MSA are
commuters and need the space for prayers, but people of all faith can have access to it.

46
33

12
Trillion dollars, the TJ.S national debt.
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Helping Hands for Haiti
for Faith and Public Life, is working with JUHAN on campus
by trying to spread information about fund-raising opportunities to the Fairfield community. The audience at today's
Exactly two weeks after the devastating earthquake felt
event was encouraged to speak out about possible fundaround the world hit Haiti, Fairfield community members
raising efforts that may come to fruition through additional
gathered to discuss ideas for fundraising.
programming later in the semester.
Tuesday's "Haiti, a Time for Healing, Hope, and Action"
"The goal of today's event is to have any student who
event, led by the Center for Faith and Public life and JUHAN
enters the BCC have some exposure to information about
the history, culture and current crisis
in Haiti. We hope to attract a significant
number of students, faculty, and staff to
not only raise awareness, but to encourage them to brainstorm other ways to
meaningfully engage in relief efforts with
Peter Caty/The Mirror
a long-term commitment in mind," said
Dieudonne Antoine of the Haitian American Leadership
Kansagra.
Council speaks at the Haiti event.
There are a number of student
groups — such as JUHAN, Students for
Haiti, FUSA
and IRHA
— who
have been
meeting
and will be
organizing
fund-raising
Peter Caty/The Mirror
efforts
Students gathered in the BCC for the "Haiti, a Time for Healing, Hope, and Acthroughout
tion" event helf by the Center for Faith and Public Life on Tuesday.
the semester. Inaddi(The Jesuit University Humanitarian Action Network), was a
tion, there is a service learning
day-long teach-in held in the lower level BCC.
course will focus on Haiti this
semester.
"Basically JUHAN decided that Haiti's needs extend beyond damage from the earthquake," said Katie Cincotta '10,"
"There is an opportunity
the University's Amnesty International Club President.
to extend our engagement with
"The hardships that Haiti is facing due to the disaster are
learning about and respondmagnified due to the pre-existing conditions within the country.
ing to the Haiti crisis into next
academic year as a part of the
The point of the teach-ins on Tuesday are to educate the camGlobal Citizenship focus," said
pus on some background on Haiti, and to raise awareness on
Peter Caty/The Mirror
Kansagra.
what is actually happening there," Cincotta added.
Rev. Kens Celestin from the Great Commission Church of God in Waterbury, Connecticut.
Nicole Kansagra, an Americorps volunteer in the Center
BY LILY NORTON

EXECUTIVE EDITOR

FUSA Member Upset Over
Mirror Column
BY CASEY DONAHUE
STAFF WRITER

FUSA member Spencer Thibodeau took offense to a recent column
in The Mirror by Opinion Editor
Veronica Florentino, which he felt
defamed his character.
The article in question, "The
Unofficial Announcement," appeared
in the Jan. 20 issue, and concerned
FUSA's announcement of Kat DeLuna
as the third act for the spring concert.
In it, Florentino criticized FUSA's
method of announcing the performer
via Facebook.
"I
made
my position very
clear to
Veronica
that'I
believed
her
article
took a
THIBODEAU
series of
unfair
and unwarranted personal attacks
upon my image at Fairfield University," Thibodeau wrote in an e-mail to
Florentino and The Mirror Editor-inChief Tom Cleary.
"Let me be very clear, if a response is not issued to me in a timely
fashion, I reserve the right to make a
formal complaint with the University
and seek legal action."

Politics professor Donald
Greenberg said that public officials
must learn to take criticism, and that
Florentino should not be made to
apologize.
"I do not believe the article
could by any possible interpretation
rise to the level of libel even under
the ridiculous rules that seem to
operate at Fairfield," he said.
Thibodeau, who is FUSA's vicechair of senate, asked that Florentino
issue an apology, and that he be allowed to write an article in response,
to hers. He wrote a letter to the editor,
which appears in this issue.
The staff of The Mirror stood by
Florentino. "The column was not
at all meant to be a personal attack
against Spencer, or anyone in FUSA,"
said Cleary.
"It was meant to point out what
Veronica felt was a mistake by FUSA
in general, in the way the information
about the concert was distributed,"
he continued.
The column stated that Thibodeau's Facebook status announced
DeLuna as the third act prior to
FUSA's announcement. The announcement was also made on
FUSA's Facebook page. An Editor's
Note has since been added to the
online version of the article, clarifying the issue.
"My biggest thing was that it
wasn't correct information," said
Thibodeau.
He also said that he was
"shocked" the column was about .

him. "I just thought the research into
my Facebook page was a little much.
It's not the FUSA page."
Journalism Professor Tommy Xie
cited the 1964 Supreme Court case
New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, which
established that in order to bring a
defamation or libel case against a
member of the press, a public figure
must prove "actual malice" by the
reporter, meaning that they knowingly printed false information or that
it was published "with reckless disregard of whether it was false or not."
"In other words, Mr. Thibodeau
will need to prove that Veronica
already knew that the announcement
had been made in FUSA's Facebook
page before writing the story in order
to qualify the 'actual malice" standard," said Xie. ■
"Since it's extremely hard to
prove something in somebody's

mind, these is high burden of proof
on the plajntiff's side" Xie added.
Thibodeau saittthatiie was'rnisinterpreted, andthat he simply stated
that he reserves fhe right to take legal
action. "I didn't say I was going to.
It's a right we all have."
Thibodeau met with Cleary, Florentino and Managing Editor Chris
Simmons on Monday night to discuss
the issue.
"We are happy that it was dealt
with in a calm and effective manner
and not through any legal process,
which would have been a negative for
both The Mirror and Spencer," said
.Gearys

In the Know
Fairfield News Briefs
NEWS STAFF

Drinking Age Debate Wednesday Night
Dr. John McCardell, the founder of the Amethyst Intiative, which is in favor of lowering the
drinking age and of which University President
Fr. Jeffrey von Arx is a supporter, and James Fell,
formerly a member of the MADD Board of Directors, will partake in a debate Wednesday night
over lowering the drinking age.
Students will be allowed to participate, as
there will be time for audience interaction. The
debate, which was organized by FUSA President
Jeff Seiser, will take place in the lower level of the
BCC at 7:30 p.m.
National Book Winner to Speak at Fairfield
Irish author Colum McCann, who is the 2009
National Book Award Winner for his novel Let the
Great World Spin, will speak to the University on
Tuesday, Feb. 2.
As a part of the University College's Inspired
Writer Series, McCann will give a reading of his
novel as well as a book-signing afterwards.
Nursing Professor Receives Top Honor
It was announced on Tuesday that Professor
of Nursing Jean W. Lange has received a 2010
End-of-Life Consortium award, according to a
University press release. It is a national award
honored by the American Association of Colleges
of Nursing.
Lange, who was honored for her extensive
work in improving national palliative care, is a
professor in the University's undergraduate and
graduate nursing programs.
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New Motions Filed in Perlitz Case
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

merits of the crimes, mainly the travel aspect of the statutes in
question.
2. There is a lack of a proper venue because the crimes
did not occur in Connecticut.
3. The statutes are unconstitutional because they exceed
Congress's authority to regulate commerce.
4. There are international law and Sixth
Amendment issues.
First, the defense
argued, "The indictment
is insufficient on its
face, as it fails to allege
necessary elements of
the crimes in question,
and therefore should be
dismissed."
There are two
statutes involved in
the crimes charged to
Perlitz. The first applies
PERLITZ
to counts one through
seven and applies to a
U.S. citizen "who travels in foreign commerce, for the purpose
of engaging in any illicit sexual conduct." The second applies
to counts eight through 10 and applies to a U.S. citizen "who

travels in foreign commerce, and engages in any illicit sexual
However, according to Duke, if the case is dismissed due
conduct."
to lack of a proper venue, double jeopardy does not apply and
They are similar, but also very different.
Perlitz could be indicted in any venue
The first statute involves the intent of the
which is proper.
EDITORIAL
travel, while the second only needs to prove
Thirdly, the defense raised the issue
Fairfield should have helped Haiti
the sexual conduct. Both, however, require
of
the
constitutionality of the statutes in
months ago. See p. 7.
the "travel in foreign commerce" element.
question and argued that they exceed
The defense asked in their memoranONLINE
Congress's authority to regulate comCheck out fairfieldmirror.com for
dum, "How can Mr. Perlitz be expected to
merce. The defense acknowledged that
defend himself against allegations regarding Paul Kendrick's diary from Haiti
other courts have rejected challenges,
and his coverage of the aftermath
foreign travel, and particularly his intent in
but "makes this argument largely to
of Project Pierre Toussaint.
doing so, if he cannot even know what act of
preserve the issue for possible further
travel is the focus of the charge in question?"
review at a later date."
Yale Law School professor Steven Duke, who writes
If the court did find the statutes were unconstitutional,
and teaches on criminal law and procedure, was reluctant to
the result would be a direct appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court,
according to Duke.
opine on the arguments without first seeing the government's
response, but he did say, "In most federal crimes requiring a
Finally, the defense argued that there are international
particular intent or motive, it is not a defense that there were
law and Sixth Amendment rights issues raised by this indictother motives as well as the prohibited one. It is surely not
ment. The defense said that the crimes occurred in Haiti and
necessary that the Government prove that the defendant's sole
had no effect on the United States or its citizens, so it would be
purpose in travel to Haiti was to have sex with boys."
difficult for the U.S. to permit an extraterritorial application of
The defense also argued that the indictment failed to
a criminal statute. The defense also argued that Perlitz faces an
adequately allege the elements of foreign travel, instead using
enormous hurdle in trying to assemble witnesses in his defense
broad dates and time frames. The defense argued that the
due to the distance of the courtroom from Haiti. Perlitz's team
omission of particulars could allow for double jeopardy to
also worried how the recent earthquake in Haiti will affect the
occur if Perlitz is later indicted with travel to engage in illicit
ability for the proceedings to continue.
sexual conduct on specific dates.
If the court does not dismiss the charges, the defense also
The second main argument of the defense was that the
filed a motion for a bill of particulars, which asks the governindictment should be dismissed for lack of a proper venue. It
ment to specify the dates and times of all travel and the dates
argued that the crimes did not occur in Connecticut and the
and times of all alleged abuse.
only ties are the fact the Haiti Fund was founded in ConnectiAccording to Thomas Carson of the U.S. Attorney's Office,
cut and the fundraising took place in Connecticut.
the government will respond in court filings.

Comic Book Boy Begins Comic Book Class
what kind of class would be best to attract the largest group
of students."
Although a course on comic books is not currently
Comic books are not just for kids.
available at Fairfield, they have been successfully executed
The stereotype that they are solely for children is one
elsewhere.
that has been around for decades, but this semester, senior
For example, a course on the philosophy of comic
Mike Fischetti is taking a stand to fight off that stereotype.
books in comparison to other mediums is currendy being
Inspired by a guest speaker, Michael Uslan, last semestaught by Brian Michael Bendis, a professor at Portland State
ter, Fischetti has chosen to create an independent study this
University who is best known for his tenure as the lead writer
semester in which he is designing a class to hopefully be
for the Marvel series Ultimate Spiderman and he has also
taught at Fairfield in the near future, based on the study of
written for The Avengers, and X-Men.
comic books.
Fischetti said that as a whole our culture is not as wel"This semester I'm going to be putting together a sylcoming to comics as a serious medium and tend to think of
labus and figuring out exactly what kind of class I would be
them as childish.
willing to teach," explains Fischetti of the project. "I think I'm
"Comic books can go just as deep as any piece of literagoing to be leaning more towards the superhero comics, the
ture, and they can be just as visual stunning as any film, and
American superhero, things of that nature."
that's the sort of thing I hope people will see and will emTypical independent studies in creative writing consist
brace
in this course," said Fischetti.
of students writing a section of a novel, or a
"I hope students would gain an
portfolio of poems; however, when Fischetti
appreciation of it
approached Kim Bridgford, a profesand maybe we'll
sor in the English Debecome more
partment about
embracing of the
such a project the
lessons comic
unique idea was
books have to
enthusiastically
teach us as a
welcomed.
culture and
When apmaybe then
proached about such
the stereotype
a project Bridgford
will change,"
said, "I wanted to say
he said. "Comic
yes immediately and
books can teach
applaud him for doing
us anything
it."
literature can
"As with anything in
teach, only in a
life, I encourage out of the
new and different
box thinking and risk taking," said Bridgford.
way."
"Mike's on fire
A goal of this
when he's talkMeghan Schelzi/Tne Mirror
course that Fischetti
bringing comic books to a whole hopes to accomplish
ing about comic Senior Mike Fischetti is
new eve
books in a way
l ' with his creation of a
comic book literature class.
is a paradigm shift in
we all should be
the way people relate
about our own
to comics.
passions."
"I would look for students to gain an appreciation for
"I love comic books, I love graphic novels, I love this
this new medium. Something such as graphic novels that
whole visual and literary medium and I wanted to do whathave a way of combining literature and visual elements
ever I could to get it exposed to as many people as possible,"
should really catch on and I hope potential students as well
said Fischetti.
as society as a whole would see the magic of comics that no
other medium has," Fischetti said.
"I'm going to be working with students to see what they
"People believe comic books are just for children and
like, what they don't like. What they think works and what
they're not. I hope students would find that they're more
doesn't," he continued.
than that and would embrace them."
"Ultimately I hopeYo discover from talking to students
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI
MULTIMEDIA EDITOR

Joe Zagami' 10, who Fischetti has called on as a source
to work with to help design the class, confirms Fischetti's
belief that comic books are a valid form of literature.
"The biggest stereotype of comic books is that they are
only for little kids. Traditional stereotypes include people
who are considered "nerds." But even if that's the case, I
don't think in my heart that
that's true," said Zagami.
"Comics books are for
everyone and it really comes
down to who takes that leap."
Fischetti finds that comic
books provide a sense of
escape that can be applicable
to everyone's lives as a way to
draw in readers of all ages, not
just adolescents.
FISCHETTI
"They're where we find
epic heroes in modern literature," Zagami said. "And although it might be a little radical
for this school, it is a valid form of literature that has been
successful elsewhere."
"Growing up I know I didn't get my morals solely from
comic books, but they deal with contemporary issues that
can teach people of all ages important lessons from things
as simple as good versus evil, as well as contemporary social
issues," he said.
So who might take this class?
"I think comics speak to a wide variety of majors. Comics that deal with contemporary social issues — sociology
majors. Comics that are made into movies that rapidly become popular — could be a new media class or communication class. Comparing old comics to new ones — could be an
anthropology class," Zagami said. "But ultimately, I think it
would most easily fit an English or arts course."
Fischetti said he thinks people will take the course either because they're already into comic books or think they
might breeze right through the class.
"It's probably going to be geeks like me, but at the same
time it's gonna be a lot of kids who are like 'oh it's comic
books, I'll just float through it' and they won't. But I'm really
hoping to get students who haven't read the material and
will bring fresh eyes to it and would hopefully grow to love
it," he said.
"If I had to try and convince people to try and take the
class, I'd want them to know there's a lot more to comic
books than they think. It's not just about guys in tights. It's
just as much about people, feelings, and art. It's something
deeper... it's just magic."
Contact Fischetti at michael.fischetti@student.
fairfleld.edu if you would like to participate in his pilot
classes.
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BY AMBER NOWAK
STAFF WRITER

Have you found in the
past when applying for financial aid that the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) application is too
complicated to keep up with?
Significant changes have
been made by the U.S. Department of Education to make
this process more comfortable
for students.
The Federal Student Aid
Web site states that it has
"simplified the process of filling out the FAFSA."
The online application
has been reduced by 22 questions, a 28 percent reduction
according to the Oregon State
Office of Admissions blog.
Sophomore Jon Ciulla is
glad that the changes were
made to simplify the process.
"It takes a long time to
answer all those questions
that usually have nothing to
do with my family's ability
to pay for college," he said in
reference to the older version.
"For what they give me,

Is Copy Editing Right
For You?
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it just doesn't seem worth the
ordeal."
Colleges utilize the FAFSA as a means of determining
the amount of compensation
they feel a student will need
in order to afford an education. Based on a profusion of
information ranging from the
family's income and tax information, a college institution
will come up with a financial
aid "package." Without completing the FAFSA, a student
cannot receive need-based
funding directly from the
college.
According to an article
that appeared in The Seattle
Times, several necessary
adjustments that have been
made to the FAFSA in the
U.S. Department of Education's attempt to ease up the
notoriously complex application process, but only to some
degree.
Plagued by extensive
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questionnaires that delve
rather deeply into peoples'
personal lives, the FAFSA of
the past demanded information that was often irrelevant,
highly personal, and required
a considerable amount of
tedious effort to acquire.
In addition to this reduction, the online application
is now programmed to skip
entirely those questions that
do not apply to the individual
applicant.
Although these adjust- ■
ments enable the newly
improved FAFSA to be only
slightly less grueling than the
previous format had been, the
most notable development
lies in the site's navigation,
which has improved considerably with step-by-step instructions and helpful reminders.
A more "user-friendly" FAFSA
would be a welcome change
to any applicant, student or
parent.

It's a career that involves anonymity, long
hours, and work that is underappreciated. So
why do it? Why remain behind the scenes of
the journalism world as a copy editor?
For Ted Tompkins, Assistant Managing Editor of the Connecticut Post, the
answer is easy: because something about
the work of a copy editor draws you in.
The ability to affect change instantaneously, to correct problems and to meet
fast approaching deadlines, provides a
sense of thrill and urgency in the copy
editing profession.
Tompkins, who recently joined professor James Simon's Journalism: Editing
and Design class for a discussion, spoke
about the life of a copy editor. "I like the
sense of having a deadline. There are
always problems, and I like to solve problems. I take initiative. I don't sit back and
wait for someone else to do something for
me," Tompkins said.
As a copy editor, all the articles, pictures, and advertisements come to you. It
is imperative to read the piece, find any
mistakes, make the corrections, work on
the layout of the news page, and do this
all within the constraints of the deadline
that is quickly approaching.
"Making a deadline is everything.
We have two goals: be perfect and be on
time," said Tompkins. The job of the copy
editor is to ensure that these two goals are
met. Not only must the article be flawless,
but it must be ready for print when the

deadline approaches.
A copy editor must have the ability
to know when to make a correction and
when to leave a piece as is. This skill is an
art and must be honed through discretion, practice, and learning from mistakes.
According to Tompkins, whenever a
newspaper makes a mistake, such as misspelling the name of a person or location,
the readers lose a little of their confidence
in that newspaper to bring them accurate information. If too many mistakes
are made newspapers begin to lose their
credibility, and when credibility is lost,
readers can no longer look to that source
for accurate information.
The work of a copy editor involves
some anonymity. The copy editors do
not get the glory and recognition that
reporters get when their name appears
underneath a large headline. However,
Tompkins said that the work of a copy
editor keeps a newspaper's credibility and
ensures accuracy to its readers and that
in and of itself is enough for him to take
pride in.
Tompkins stressed the fact that copy
editing is not for people who do not have
passion for the journalism world. A copy
editor must understand the functioning and flow of the news world as well as
use good judgment to make the necessary corrections to every aspect of the
news. However, for those who enjoy a fast
paced environment with the ability to
enact change and solve problems, then
Tompkins agrees this might be the perfect
profession for you.
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Career Corner

On-Campus Recruiting & Internship Application Deadlines
Barnum Financial
Blinds to Go
Hertz Corporation
Scrilumberger
Willis
AmeriCares
Aetna Information Services
Target Stores
Prudential Financial (Rl)
Prudential Financial (Rl)
Prudential Financial (Rl)
Prudential Financial (Rl)
Prudential Financial (Rl)
Prudential Financial (Rl)

Financial Planner
Management Trainee
Management Trainee
Field Engineer
Risk Manager Trainee
Multimedia Intern
IT Leadership Development Program
Executive Team Leader (Dec. Grads)
Summer Intern-Annuities (Wholesale)
Annuities Summer Intern, Digital Marketing
Annuities Services Internship Program
Annuities Summer Intern, Investments
Annuities Summer Intern, Product Mgmt
Annuities Summer Intern, Marketing

1/30
1/30
1/30
1/30
1 /30
1/30
1/30
1/31
2/3
2/3
2/3
2/3
2/3
2/3

Be sure to check Experience on the Career Planning Center website regularly for updates!!

Career Fair-Not just for Seniors...
Thursday, February 4,2009
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
RecPlex
Employers meet and recruit Fairfield students for internships or full-time employment.
Dress Professionally Bring Plenty of Resumes All students welcome...

Resume Review at Jazzman's

*_

Do you have a quick question...want your resume reviewed??? Visit us,...
January 26,27& 28th
11:30 a.m.-1:30p.m.
Jazzman's Cafe

Navigating Experience eRecruiting (the recruiting database)
January 28 and February 9

4:00 - 5:00p.m.

Career Planning

Drop-In Hours:
January 29
February 3
February 5

1:30 - 4:00 p.m.
9:00 -11:00a.m. & 1:00- 4:30 p.m.
1:30 - 4:00 p.m.

Career Planning
Career Planning
Career Planning

Resume and Cover Letter Workshop
Learn how to create a solid resume and cover letter for your job/internship search!
Tuesday, February 2
4:00 - 5:00p.m.
Career Planning

Employer Presentation: AFLAC
Tuesday,,F#iruar^ .,„

5:QQ-,6^.^,^
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Alumni Hall Plans to Get a Face-lift
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

field's quality, depth, and breadth; a Division I Athletic program; and an institution that
accommodates not only the needs of the University but also its prep school."
The University hopes that these renovations will increase the usability of the facility
for the next 20 to 30 years. The facility currently has many different functions: practice
and competition for volleyball, a secondary practice and competition facility for men's
and women's basketball, it acts as a secondary facility for other club and varsity teams,
and is also used by many Prep teams, chiefly basketball. It is also a venue for many University and Prep activities.
"In other words, the facility would continue doing what it has been doing and provide a level of flexibility in doing so," said Reed.
For sometime there has been a debate of whether or not Alumni Hall was going to be
renovated or if a new one was to be built. In fact, even last year's plans considered what it
would cost to build a new Alumni Hall in the vicinity of the Walsh Athletic Center.
The Connecticut Post said that the cost of such a building was expected to be between $60-70 million for a hall that would seat about 4,000 students. According to Reed,
these numbers were only conceptual numbers and not formal ones.
"The decision on any new or renovated facility has to be viewed and considered with
.the full picture in mind," said Reed.
"People can be passionate about athletic facilities and athletics in general. That's
a good thing. However, that passion can't cloud the view of the University and its goals
overall. We have an excellent venue in the Arena at Harbor Yard," he continued.
The University moved home basketball games from Alumni Hall to the Arena at Harbor Yard in 2001. The Stags did not return to Alumni Hall until 2006, which was a move
widely supported by Fairfield students.
One of the issues that has plagued basketball games at the Arena is the fan support,
compared to the frequent sell-outs for men's basketball at Alumni Hall that echoes back
to the notoriety recognized by Sports Illustrated over 20 years ago when it named Alumni
Hall as one of the toughest places for an opposing team to play.
Doris said in response to fan support that a main struggle was getting students to any
game. "I think the good part about a limited games at Alumni is that we do capture the
student crowd."
He discussed how when all games where being played at Alumni the University was
not capturing large crowds for all games, only the games students deemed important,
which is still an issue Fairfield is struggling with. Whether the facts are on or off campus,
Alumni needs to be seen as more than a sports facility, said Doris.
All of this however is very much up in the air: the cost, the time frame. The University
has been strong to stress that they are just in the planning stages, according to Doris.

In regards to the total price, Reed told the Connecticut Post, "How much? I can't
answer. I don't know, I'd like it not to exceed $15 million but who knows?
"A lot depends on a number of things that people can't necessarily see, like utilities
and other mechanical systems. Barring something unforeseen, that will be accepted by
the administration."
"What has to happen for us to pull the trigger and go to the next phase, the preconstruction phase — which is all the actual designs, the construction documents, the
zoning and regulatory approvals, all those things — you really have to have a funding
source identified for that and we're not there yet," continued Reed.
"I don't think it's realistic to think that anything physical will happen before the end
of 2011."

Renovated Alumni Hall Facts
Projected Start Date:
The end of 2011

Projected Cost:
Approximately $15 million

Goals for the Renovations:
Centering court in a bowl-like seating configuration
An expanded lobby area, near the front of the building,
for amenities such as concessions, bathrooms, tickets and
promotional areas.
Air conditioning throughout the entire facility
"All information above was stated by the Vice President ofAdministrative and
Student Affairs Mark Reed in an article in the Connecticut Post. In the article, Reed
said all of the goals are subject to change due to the early stages of the renovation. He
hopes to accommodate "all the things that we need to accommodate."

SENIORS...LIFE'S NEXT CHAPTER IS ALMOST HERE

PEACH HOUSE FOR RENT
2010-2011 ACADEMIC YEAR
3 BEDROOMS FOR 4 STUDENTS

What's different
about graduate
study at the
University
of Hartford?
According to our students, it's the personal
attention they receive—during the application

Valuable Career Counseling
for a Lifetime

process, when being advised, and in the classroom.
See for yourself how to get a competitively priced
graduate education with a personal touch.

FURNISHED BEACH HOUSE
LANTERN POINT 2010-2011

Graduate degrees in:
ARCHITECTURE

ENGINEERING

ART

MUSIC

illustration. Photography

BUSINESS
MiM, Accelerated M1IA. Accounting

NEUROSCIENCE
NURSING

COMMUNICATION

PHYSICAL THERAPY

EDUCATION

PSYCHOLOGY

foiriy, Elementary, and Deetf'EJ.
Ed. Leadership, Ed. Teclinetagy

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (203)261-6336

Call today
800.945.0712
e-mail gradstudy@hartford.edu
visit www.hartford.edu/study

Matriculated students gain access
to our comprehensive careeradvising network. We will help
you find a job, evaluate a career
change, or discover new interests—all free of charge, even after
you graduate.
Great News

New England's first and only
master's program in prostherics
and orthotics is coming soon.

UNIVERSITY
OF HARTFORD
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Leno Wins NBC Fight

Fairfield Should Have
Helped Haiti Months Ago
Even before the earthquake,
Fairfield had a strong connection
to Haiti. Its students have traveled
to the country for service trips
and one alumnus even founded
a school and boarding home for
poor children in Cap-Harden.
Cap-Haitien is the second largest city in Haiti, to Port-au-Prince,
but is located on the northern tip of
Hispaniola, whereas the earthquake
struck the southern portion.
While Fairfield's strong reaction and outreach to the Republic
of Haiti in the aftermath of the
earthquake is commendable, it
should not distance itself from the
pain and hurt it may have had a
hand in causing.
i
The alumnus who founded
the school in Cap-Haitien, Doug
Perlitz '92, was indicted last fall by a
Bridgeport grand jury on ten counts
relating to traveling to a foreign
country to have sex with a minor.
The relationship between Perlitz
and the University may not have
been suspect if it were just that: an
alumnus who allegedly made a bad
decision. But it went deeper.
Former Director of Campus
Ministry Rev. Paul Carrier, S.J., was
the chairman of the board for the
Haiti Fund, which raised money
for Perlitz's work. In 2006, Thomas
Regan, S.J., removed Carrier from
his post at Fairfield to take a sabbatical. He resurfaced at St. Thomas
More where he continued to try
to raise money for the Haiti Fund
despite the fact that he had been
removed as its chairperson months
before. The government and several
sources have hinted at Carrier's
involvement with at least assisting
Perlitz in his alleged crimes.
But not only were Perlitz and
Carrier involved, but eight of the 16
board members had direct Fairfield
ties, including faculty, staff, alumni
and Jesuits.

So while the response to the
earthquake victims from Fairfield
was generous and heartwarming,
why didn't the University address
concerns in Haiti months ago?
While Fairfield will never
admit to any wrongdoing in
Perlitz's case, the fact still remains
that Project Pierre Toussaint, his
school, has been shut down for
over a year. While Fairfield may not
be formally linked to the charity,
it was its de facto sponsor since its
inception. Fund-raising events and
collections at mass were held at the
University.
Helping the earthquake
victims is a noble endeavor, but
why can't the University help the
victims of poverty and abuse in
northern Haiti as well?
Anyone can respond to a crisis situation. The situation in Haiti
has elicited help and sympathy
from people all over the world. But
Fairfield should have been there
sooner. It shouldn't have taken an
earthquake to get the University involved in solving Haiti's problems.
While the allegation of sexual
abuse have sullied the reputation
of Project Pierre Toussaint, the
University should attempt to resurrect the school to really show its
commitment to helping the Haitian
people. Money can only go so far.
Teaching and investing the community will improve Haiti more
than any donations every will.
Fairfield continually stresses
to its students be "Men and women
for others," and to think differently
and diversely. In fact, the freshman
convocation speaker in 2006, Paul
Farmer, the UN deputy special
envoy to Haiti, emphasized that everyone should think outside of their
own isolated bubble at Fairfield. All
of these are ideals which Fairfield
students should strive to achieve.
And so should the University.

In reference to Jay Leno's return to "The Tonight Show. "Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

A New 'Situation' with Tanning
BY MARNIE WHALEN
STAFF WRITER

"G.T.L. baby. Gym. Tanning. Laundry."
While I can't exactly say that I enjoy MTV's "The
Jersey Shore," I would have to agree that Mike "The
Situation" Sorrentino has stated a daily routine of many
girls and guys. First, the gym, always a good way to get
healthy, then tanning, to keep your self looking fresh,
and some laundry, for sanitary purposes. All needed to
keep yourself looking good, right?
Maybe the first and last, but the middle one seems
a little sketchy. Tanning beds have become an addiction
for coundess teenagers. Everyone has had to question
the original skin tone of a friend before. Yet, we continue
to go, bronzing our skin until perfection. We're only
worried about what the effects will be in twenty minutes, versus the effects of twenty years. It's a free country
though, so go tan on. But soon, that might all change.
While every state has either a 13 or 14 year old
age minimum for tanning, security is about to get a lot
tighter. A new Texas law requires you to be 16 and a half
to tan, and to bring a permission slip from either their
parent or a physician before being allowed to tan. Once

you hit 18 though, you're off the hook. Sounds like the
process to get a license to me.
You have to be 18 to buy cigarettes, 16 and a half
to start to learn to drive, and 21 to drink. All of these
actions have age limits because they are potentially
dangerous to your health and/or require some sort of
responsibility.
Personally, I think that it is good to see that someone is recognizing that tanning requires this too. Teens
who become addicted at a younger age are obviously
more likely to stick with the habit, leading to an outrageous increase in one's chances of skin cancer — a
threat that seems to be taken too lighdy.
People are often grossed out by smoking and that
someone could really "be dumb enough to smoke." But
fewer seem bothered by their daily tanning routines.
Both of these actions put you at risk for cancer. Both of
these actions need an age restriction.
So while Texas teens will be waiting around for
summer to start to work on their tans this year, it may
only be a couple months until northeastern states follow
suit. The law may set a new standard in the country, possibly messing up your chances to get your "G.T.L." on.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE

THE MlRRORwelcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted in person at BCC 104, by
email at opinion@fairfleldmirror.com or through our Web site
(www.fairfieldmirror.com).
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or

"It's the sign of a leader to step in when something's not working have the
guts to reverse it and not let the mistake linger."

on www.fairfieldmirror.com

-JeffZucker, CEO ofNBC

The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and
grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities and personal attacks,
and should contain correct and factual information.
Letters should not exceed 400 words.
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Letter to the
Editor
To the Editor:
After reading the op-ed
article, "The Unofficial Announcement," by Veronica
Florentino, I felt obligated to
respond to what I believe was
a series of unwarranted and
unfair accusations. Before
I begin, let me make it very
clear that this is not necessarily a FUSA related issue, but
rather a personal one. Each
year the FUSA Director of
Concerts is in charge of making difficult decisions about
which artist will be performing and how to get a diverse
student body population
excited about the coming
concert. As Vice Chair of the
Student Senate and a proud
FUSA member, I speak for
all of FUSA when I say I have
immense faith and confidence in Melissa Mann, the
Director of FUSA Concerts
for 2009-10.
Now, on a personal note,
I would also like to say that
the "unofficial announcement" that Ms. Florentino refers to on my Facebook page
is not an announcement at
all. It constitutes an expression of my own personal
excitement in response to the
official announcement made
the day before by FUSA, via
their Facebook BM* Page.
Thus, she would be correct
in saying that my Facebook
status "did not seem like an
announcement to [her] at
all."
While I thank Ms.
Florentino for pointing out
that I have 1,339 Facebook

friends, my Facebook page is
not the FUSA webpage and
thus should not be depended
on for FUSA updates. If as
much effort was placed into
the initial research for the
article as was placed into
researching my Facebook
page, Ms. Florentino would
have found that there was a
plan executed by the FUSA
Marketing Comrnittee to
generate interest in the FUSA
Facebook page. She would
have also discovered that the
information about the third
act of the concert was in the
process of being distributed
to the students through a
FUSA newsletter and in the
Contributed Photo
"Tinkle Times."
Though Ms. FlorenMTV causes mixed feelings among vacationers at the Shore, but garnered high ratings during its first season.
tine's questions about the
announcement of the FUSA
concert are reasonable, they
should be proposed to FUSA
as an organization and not
to a single person. FUSA is
BY MARGOT DA CUNHA
with offensive words like "guido." Caryn Brook wrote in TIME
proud of their relationship
STAFF WRITER
magazine about the use of the word stating, "Most people
with The Mirror and wants
on the east coast easily recognize the word as a slur against
to continue to utilize that reItalian-American men of a certain class and swagger — and
"Guidos" and "Guidettes" have stormed MTV and surlationship to inform the stuprisingly gained lots of popularity along the way. As the realthere was MTV just letting it rip." Dominos even dropped its
dent body. I can assure you
advertisements for the show because they were so offended
ity television show "Jersey Shore" came to a close, millions of
that FUSA is very excited for
by the use of the term "guido."
viewers all over were devastated to lose the entertaining cast
the upcoming concert and I
This all a bit ridiculous. Yeah, the show may not be the
of seven fist-pumping Italian-Americans. Even though the
want to remind everyone that
most educational, enlightening program to watch, but it's
show has been well-received by many, there has been lots of
tickets can be purchased on
controversy surrounding the show even with rumors of endentertaining and hilarious. The cast-members are so absurd
Feb. 1 at 11 a.m. If there are
ing the "Jersey Shore" mid-season.
that the show is difficult to turn off. It's pretty hard to take
any more questions conWhen the reality show about seven Italian-Americans,
Mike who calls himself "the Situation" seriously, so instead of
cerning this year's concert,
who were spending their summer tanning (in a salon of
getting offended I think people just need to.laugh a little, -,;b. a>
please direct them to Melissa
course), getting blowouts at the salon, and boozing at the
Kiersten Bartlein' 12 stated, "They don't mean it in an
Mann. Thank you and I look
clubs, it appeared to be just another one of those ridiculous
anti-Italian way. They just look stupid with their blowouts."
forward to seeing you all at
reality shows that MTV decided to create like "Date My
It is clear that offended viewers need to relax and realize that
the concert.
Mom" or "Parental Control." After giving the show a chance,
MTV's not trying to offend the Italians out there, but instead
fans emerged doubling the ratings from the premiere on Dec.
to entertain viewers with people like Snooki and Pauly D.
Respectfully,
3 to 2.5 million viewers (according to People magazine).
So lay back, relax, and enjoy some quality reality TV or
Even with all of the fans, there were many who believed
just change the channel, but let's not make a big deal out of
Spencer Thibodeau
these cast members were stereotyping Italian-Americans
nothing.

Trouble in Jersey Shore Paradise

Get Up, Stand Up! Sitting Causes Health Problems
BY MEGHAN HEALY
STAFF WRITER

"I'm surprised by the article because as a person who
exercises every day, it's interesting that no matter what
my exercise routine is like, something such as sitting may
affect my overall health," said Kim Conrad '12.
Also mentioned in the article is an editorial pub-

The phrase "bored to death" while sitting in class has
taken on a new meaning.
Health experts warn that sitting for
prolonged periods of time can lead to a
sooner death. As students, are we risking our lives by attending over 12 and a
half hours of classes per week and doing countless hours of class work?
According to the article "Scientists
Warn Against Prolonged Sitting" published this week in TIME magazine, "It
doesn't matter where the sitting takes
place, at the office, at school, in the car
or before a computer or TV- just the
overall number of hours it occurs."
Even eating healthy and doing regular exercise isn't enough; you're still at
risk. Although the research is preliminary, the article reports that "several
studies suggest people who spend most
of their days sitting are more likely to be
fat, have a heart attack or even die."
It also explains that even for people
who exercise, spending long stretches
of time sitting at a desk is still harmful. Tim Armstrong, a physical activity
expert at the World Health OrganizaGlued to your seat takes on new meaning.
tion, said people who exercise every
day — but still spend a lot of time sitting — might get more lished in this week's British Journal of Sports Medicine,
benefit if that exercise were spread across the day, rather
where Elin Ekblom-Bak of the Swedish School of Sport
than(inla,s,inglle,bout.
and Health Sciences explained that "after four hours of

sitting the body starts to send harmful signals," and "genes
regulating the amount of glucose and fat in the body start
to shut down."
She also suggested that "authorities rethink how they
define physical activity to highlight the dangers of sitting."
Although as students we aren't sitting for four hours at a time in class, we
spend countless more hours studying
in the library, writing papers, and doing other work outside of class. Which
then raises the question: are we better
off taking 50 minute classes three times
a week versus taking 75 minute classes
twice a week or a turbo?
"I've taken a turbo every semester since spring of freshman year, and
about two hours into the class I definitely lose concentration, especially if
the professor doesn't give us a break to
stand up," said Conrad.
Sophomore Krista Bradbury also
agrees with Conrad. "It's very interesting, but almost not surprising because
my train of thought goes elsewhere
after a certain amount of time. But
I never thought it could actually be
detrimental to my health."
Until further research is conPeter Caty/The Mirror ducted, researchers don't have enough
evidence to prove how bad sitting can
be, but suggest we should stand up
more often. At the end of the day when all you want to do
is sit down, maybe you'll reconsider.
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Trading Ski Trips for Service Trips
Students Spend Winter Break Doing International Service
BY MIKAELA TIERNEY
FEATURES EDITOR

"I never thought a short 10-day trip would
have the ability to change my outlook of the
world," said Dan Kagdis '10.
Kagdis, along with other Fairfield students,
were able to live one of the main Jesuit values
imbued upon all Fairfield students: men and
women for others.
Before sunrise on the morning of Jan. 7,12
students and two adult leaders set off on a journey for a destination more than 2,000 miles away.
After months of preparation and fund-raising,
the group was finally ready to embark on a lifechanging event: their international service trip to
Nicaragua.
The group traveled to Chacraseca, Nicaragua, a small and impoverished town outside
Leon, to build a house for a family in desperate
need. Upon arriving, they saw the house the family had been living in — a very small, one-room
shack made from sheets of zinc metal, garbage
bags and wood pieces, smaller than even the
smallest double-dorm room.
After their 10-day trip, the students had built
a cinder block house, complete with real walls,
a real ceiling and a real floor. Though it may not
seem like a great improvement to most Americans, the new house was the best in the Nicaraguan village and presented an entirely new life of
possibility for the family moving in.
The Nicaragua service group was not alone
in their efforts, however. Two other groups also
traveled abroad to other countries to spend their
winter breaks doing service; one went to Dolores,
Belize while the other headed to Jamaica.
Each group completed different projects

while in the country. The Belize team focused on
teaching young children in addition to working
to clean and organize the school in the town and
the Jamaica team worked more directly with the
locals rather than on construction projects.
Despite the short duration of the trips,
students maintained that the experiences had a
significant impact upon.
"My experience in Nicaragua truly imbued
upon me the importance of the Jesuit purpose: to
serve others, always," said Jonas Stankovich '10.
"So many times at school we hear about
the suffering of the poor and the importance of
service, but for ten days I was able to live it."
Although Fairfield students embarked on
their service trips with the main intent of helping others, they soon found that the community
members wanted to help them in return.
"The overwhelming generosity of the people
we came in contact with amazes me," said Eileen
Smith '10. "I hope and pray that I can learn be as
kind and as happy as the people I came in contact
with."
Nazar Kamenchenko '10 agreed, "In the time
our group has spent in the remote village of Dolorez in Belize, we received a genuine friendship
from Kekchi Mayans."
Every student returned to the United States
with an altered perspective and new lessons
learned.
"It taught me about the beauty that can be
found in simplicity," said Lauren Davidow '11 of
her trip to Belize. "They taught me what it really
means to give and to have faith."
Kagdis returned to Fairfield after a great trip
with a new perspective. "My time in Jamaica was
nothing less than amazing, largely due to the connections that we made with the people."

Contributed Photo

Students on the Ignatian Solidarity Corps trip to Jamaica.

"My service trip ... was the
perfect way to identify the
role that Fairfield's message
of 'Men and Women for Others' will play in my future."
-Emmanuel Ephie '10
(Jamaica)
Contributed Photo

Contributed Photo

The Nicaragua service trip team after a day of construction on the new house.

"I learned how
privileged and
luckywearein
America and that
I need to make
the most of every
opportunity that
presents itself. *
-DanKagdis'10
(Jamaica)

Contributed Photo

Students participating on the service trip to Belize with members of the community.

GCI Cleans Up New Orleans
BY ALICIA BISSONNETTE
STAFF WRITER

ner of Cura Personalis, helping
us reflect upon ourselves while
helping others. We spent the

This winter intercession, 23
students and one adult chaperone did the unthinkable — they
became a family.
How, you ask? Thanks
to the extraordinary efforts of
seniors Alexandra Roem and
Christopher Staysniak and
the efforts of Green Campus
Initiative (GCI), a portion of the
Fairfield student body traveled
to New Orleans for a week to
help with projects organized by
Rebuilding Together.
The trip was an experience
Contributed Photo
of empowerment. Not only was
Alicia Bissonnette '12 doing
it a completely student-run
demolition work on a house
trip, but Staysniak and Roem
in New Orleans.
devised the trip in the man-

days either doing demolition or
paintwork, and in the evenings
we heard from different speakers including a Katrina survivor,
and representatives from Jesuit
Services and Contemplatives in
Action.
It was an intense experience — to feel like part of positive change in such a controversial, half-rebuilt city while
simultaneously thinking about
our futures and possible service
work after graduation.
From the moment we
stepped off the airplane and into
the record cold, to the moment
we stood on those levees, to the
before and after pictures of the
transformed houses, we became
part of something bigger.
All I can say is thank you.

Contributed Photo

"The experience of
sharing and growing together with the
Fairfield team and
the people we met
along the way will be
in my heart forever. *
-JennZocco '10
(Nicaragua)
Contributed Photo
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More Than Just A Red Polo
BY JACK MCNAMARA
STAFF WRITER

The fact is simple: Jogues is not an ideal assignment for
a RA at Fairfield University. It's labyrinthine in nature. Its
halls are narrow, winding and for the most part, devoid of
pedestrians. Those who do walk its corridors lumber more
like the Minotaur than they stride like Theseus, and this is
especially the case if one of them has imbibed a few. For
those who must regulate the rogues of Jogues, it can be an
unpleasant task. Anyone pulling on the bright red polo shirt
of an RA in the most southwestern residence hall easily follows themselves up with an exasperated sigh.
Chris Staysniak, the senior RA in Jogues, has the solution to this: he wears a suit and tie instead. Add in a pair of
RAF aviators and the brown-and-black beard stubble covering his narrow face, and his overall appearance doesn't look
all too different from an Israeli Don Johnson.
"It's hard for things to get boring when you look this
great," he said.
Patrolling the hallways on a Friday night with a similarly-garbed Chris Mannion — they refer to their duty session
as "Fancy Friday" — Staysniak takes his cues on authority
from primetime television cop dramas. He kicks open the
swing doors of each floor's respective lounges and subjects
the confused, residents he encounters to pat-downs.
"Sorry, guys. We have to do this with everybody," he
said, trying and failing to conceal a grin. "It's the rules."
The residents don't run. In fact, they line up, even the
ones who don't know him. Standing at 6'1" and weighing in
at 140 pounds, he's not exactly a menacing figure. Some of
the locals even go so far as to stick a single arm behind their
backs, as if they have something worth concealing.
"What's with the suits?" asks a resident wearing his
baseball cap to the side. "Are you guys late for Prez Ball?"
"It's more of a date for the two of us than anything else,"
Staysniak said, gesturing to Mannion.
They get the same question on the next floor.

"I'm just trying to be cool, like you guys," said Staysniak,
"Have you heard anything from the other cool people?"
Following the same question on yet another floor, Staysniak looks down at himself.
"Hey, I am wearing a suit!" he exclaimed. "How did this
happen!?"
He does this sort of thing a lot. Zach Tesoriero, 19, explains the first time he met his friend and orientation leader.
"My orientation group came across Staysniak... he was
acting way too excited while throwing around a Frisbee by
himself... he was giving 165 percent effort, and it just picked

All Foreman/The Mirror

Staysniak does his rounds with a sense of style, rocking his
aviators as a main accessory for his red polo, sometimes
throwing in a sweatband for the finishing touch.

up the group's energy so much," said Tesoriero. "It had to,
because otherwise he would have looked like an idiot."
His wit doesn't just show up out of the blue. A history
major who finished his junior year with a 4.0, his duty shift
gives him an intellectual authority over his residents. He's
as much their jester as he is their feudal lord. He likens his
relationship to them as much.
"I'm here to make sure they have fun and don't do anything catastrophic," he said, sitting in his room. Music can be
heard in the background as the clock nears midnight.
"It can be difficult sometimes," he adds. "I mean, it's
Fairfield. There's a lot of privilege around here and sometimes people around here act like they aren't 100 percent
aware of what life without consequences can be like."
Now there are people singing along. Off-key.
Staysniak steps out into the hall. Each door in the wing
was individualized by Staysniak with a Homer Simpson
quote. The one on his own door reads, 'You couldn't fool
your own mother on the foolingest day of your life with an
electrified fooling machine.' The one on the door before him,
'I'm not an easily-impressed guy. Hey, look! A blue car!'
"I'm going to give them 10 minutes before I go on my
next round. If they haven't quieted down by then, I'll break it
up," he said.
Ten minutes later, they're quiet.
In nearly two months on the job, Staysniak has only
written-up two people, and one ef those guys had passedout face-first in his own vomit. His leniency is greatest
strength — or weakness, it depends who one asks. Mary
McGrath, 21, another RA in the same residence hall, thinks
more of the former than the latter.
"He genuinely cares about his residents... I'm so glad
he's my boss," she says. "He's got to be one of the best, most
enthusiastic, most caring people I've ever met."
His radio crackles.
"Hey people, it's Tara. Let's get a check-in... Jogues?"
"This is Chris, Tara. Just livin' the dream."
"Oh. Glad to hear it."

Fairfield University's Spring 2010

Career Fair
Connect with employers aboutjob
and Internship opportunities!

Thursday, February 4
11a.m. -3 p.m.
(Snow date Friday, February 5)
The Leslie C. Quick Jr. Recreation Complex
(adjacent to Alumni Hall)
Sf Suits recommended
Of Bring lots of resumes and your StagCard
For a list of companies, please refer to the
Career Planning Center Web site: www.fairfield.edu/cpc.
For more information, call the
Career Planning Center at (203) 254-4081.
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Apple Debuts its Long-Anticipated Tablet
specs of the device. In one article
from The New York Times, it's
suggested that the device will
have some of the following: a
multi-touch interface (like what
the iPhone uses), a more robust
version of the iPhone's operating system, a 10-inch screen
with a black bezel, 3G and Wi-Fi
capabilities as well. Others have
speculated that the tablet will
contain an SD card slot as well
other features and even a front
facing camera, and even include
a stylus with handwriting recognition.
The tablet does not signify an
end to newspapers or magazines;
Contributed Photo rather it is seen as something that
The above photo is a mock-up of what the Apple tablet might look like, when the paper went to
will actually benefit an industry
press. By Wednesday afternoon, however, the announcement of the tablet will be made official.
which has been suffering from
decreased readership and profit.
BY MELISSA MANN
It simply continues the revolution of print news and
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR
media into a digital and online system, where readers are
able to access content immediately and continuously as
By the time you picked up the paper to read this
soon as news breaks.
article, the newspaper and magazine industry has drastiFor one, some of the biggest magazine companies see
cally changed. With Apple's introduction of the tablet this
this as a way to regain some of their revenue. Due partly
morning, they have made a move that continues to push
to the declining economy and partly to the advancement
the print industry into a more digital form of media.
of online news media, magazine subscriptions fell to an
Apple's tablet is essentially a combination of the
all-time low and many were forced to close as a result.
iPhone and Amazon's Kindle, where readers can buy and
Newspapers experienced much of the same, and there's
view textbooks in a small, tablet-sized e-Reader. The Apple been much debate about how the industry will (if ever)
recover.
tablet would be taking the features of the Kindle to comBut by taking advantage of the new tablet, these
bine them with those of the iPhone to create an even more
companies will be able to regain readership and revenue
user-friendly and technologically improved product.
by charging subscriptions to the content that can be acThe Apple tablet has been a long rumored idea of
cessed on the tablet. The New York Times article states that
Apple. This week, Steve Jobs, Apple's CEO, has been ruHearst, Cond6 Nast and Time have all created mock-ups
mored to say that this will be the most important thing he
of some of their magazines as they would potentially aphas ever done, according to Macrumors.com.
pear on a device like the tablet. Not only that, but it will be
Up to this point, there have been all kinds of speculamuch easier to carry around and read all of your favorite
tions about what the tablet would contain as far as the

magazines and newspapers at the same time. It's easy to
see the advantages of a device, and if the success of the
Kindle (with e-books and textbooks) is any measure of
how the tablet will fare, the outlook is good.
Magazines and newspapers are not disappearing with
the arrival of the tablet by any means. Instead, it is helping
to resurrect the industry by giving magazines and newspapers a (profitable) way to make the switch from print to
online. The tablet will be key in adapting to this evolution
of online media, while incorporating the ease of receiving
news instantaneously for all readers.

Contributed Photo
A comparison of the Apple tablet compared to the iPhone and a
desktop computer.

'Sherlock Holmes' is Decent at Best
And indeed, more murders are
happening and eye witnesses swear to
STAFF WRITER
have seen Lord Blackwood walk in the
streets. Sherlock Holmes sets out to unA strange scene unfolds in front
cover the mysteries, always accompaof our eyes: in a dimly lit, chapel-like
nied by Watson. Besides the new case,
room we observe a man, hidden in a
Holmes has to deal with Watson moving
black cloak, who is about to sacrifice a
in with his fiancee and a love interest of
young woman.
his own.
He is performing a ritual and is
If judged as a regular action movie,
about to kill the girl. But before it's too
it is decent. The story is fast-paced, alJate, he is interrupted by a man and
though not very suspenseful. There are
his companion, who spectacularly
some funny moments and the action
take out all his helpers and stop him
scenes are very entertaining.
just before the police arrives.
Overall the movie is technically
The men who stopped the sacwell
done, except for the flaws in the
rifice are Sherlock Holmes and his
story-line.
But, if we stop to consider the
friend Watson. The man in the black
fact
that
this
is a new interpretation of
cloak is Lord Blackwood, and this
"Sherlock
Holmes,"
the movie is sure to
is how the new "Sherlock Holmes"
disappoint the fans of the Sherlock Holmovie begins.
mes that Arthur Conan Doyle created.
The new "Sherlock Holmes','
Contributed Photo Besides his gift for brilliant analysis,
directed by Guy Ritchie, is a movie full
Downey Jr.'s Holmes and Doyle's Holof action and mystery. Robert Downey "Sherlock Holmes" has great actors with Robert Downey Jr. as Sherlock Holmes and Jude Law as
mes don't have much in common.
Jr. as Sherlock Holmes is brilliant and
Watson, but the story-line just doesn't hold up.
Ritchie implanted some hints at a
Jude Law as Watson is surprisingly
future movie in the making, this time with Holmes' arch enemy Professor Moriarty, but I
good as he is far away from his usual roles.
don't think a sequel will be made.
Mark Strong is an excellent villain and Rachel McAdams plays a devious and charmIf they do, I hope it will have a better story.
ing thief in whom Sherlock Holmes may have found his match. The movie is set in London in 1890 and the set creators have done a splendid job in rebuilding the city, including
the Tower Bridge, which is in the process of being built.
^&&•
&
&.
But it is too bad that the story is confusing and sometimes a little bit hard to follow,
which takes away most of the suspense.
Throughout the movie, the character of Lord Blackwood is responsible for five other
deaths. He is arrested and sentenced to death by hanging, but before he dies, he announces that he will rise from the dead and finish what he has started.
BY ANA ZEIGLER

ML
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Lackluster Ending for
'Jersey Shore'
day Night Live skits.
As the season finale wrapped up, Jenni
"JWOWW," Pauly D, The Situation, Ronnie, Vinny,
This past Thursday we said goodbye to Nicole
Sam, and Snooki all said one last tearful goodbye
"Snooki" Polizzi and her poof, Pauly D and his
to their summer at the Jersey shore and to what
windproof, waterproof hair, and Mike "The Situathey came to call a family. It wasn't long though
tion" and his famous abs.
before the cast was back together again for the
While some were sad to see the show come to
reunion show and of course the episode was
a close, there were others who thought the season
nothing short of entertaining. From recapping
finale could
their nights at the
not come soon
clubs, fights on
enough. MTV's
the boardwalk,
"Jersey Shore"
hook-ups, pranks,
. sparked controand arguments
versy from the
to seeing Ronday it aired, but
nie and Sam's
had throughrelationship on
the-roof ratings
the rocks, the
nonetheless.
reunion was a
In the last
reminder of why
episode, we
so many enjoyed
saw Ronnie and
watching the
Sam vow that
Contributed Photo show. It was
their love would Even though the season is now over, "Jersey Shore" has spawned a
eight people in
go beyond the
massive following and clothing mocking the show, like the "GTL: Gym a house, being
shore, Vinny
Tanning Laundry" t-shirt sold on Barstoolsports.com, similar to the
themselves, and
take the dance
photo above.
doing what they
floor for one last
love.
fist pump, and The Situation show his softer side
Being from New Jersey myself, I can say that it
by consoling Snooki after an unpleasant run-in
is a wonderful place to spend a summer and while
with an ex-boyfriend. Whether you loved the cast
not everyone lives it up quite the way this cast did,
of the show or loved to hate them, the drama and
I think we all can agree that summer can't come
the humor they brought to the screen inspired
soon enough, and the members of the Jersey
drinking games, Facebook groups and fan pages,
Shore crew brought some summer fun and sun to
new catchphrases such as "GTL," gym, tanning,
our cold winter months.
laundry, and of course tons of parodies and Satur-

Vampire
Parody a
Delicious
Surprise

BY COURTNEY MONAGHAN
STAFF WRITER

TANNING

Contributed Photo

BY GABRIELLA TUTINO
ASSISTANT ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

No, it is not another installment of Stephanie "Meyer's Twilight" series. It
is something even better. "Nightlight" is a short story parodying the explosive,
teen-driven craze, written by the minds of The Harvard Lampoon.
"Nightlight" follows Belle Goose's adaptation to her new school in the inclement-weather town of Switchblade. Written in first person, Goose's narration
is that of a self-centered, exaggerating, oddball of a girl. Belle Goose believes
she's perfect, popular and beautiful, which is all far from the truth. She's clumsy
and ridiculous, and her rambles involve emotional childhood memories and
rants about vampires. Like I said, an oddball. Following the "Twilight" story arc,
Belle Goose meets and 'falls in love' with Edwart Mullen, a pale, muscular, nerd
who prefers science experiments and computer games over interacting with
girls. Edwart and Belle end up spending time together because she believes he
is a vampire and he actually loves her.
Hilarity ensues as The Harvard Lampoon does a pretty good job of mocking every important event that happened in the first book. The visit to Edwart's
house, that scene in the forest, fighting the vampire — all situations are full of
ridiculousness. It also helps that the writing is sharp and witty making the teenage angst seem even more shallow and superficial. Every single page has made
me laugh. It's that funny and that good. "Nightlight" is an enjoyable satire, poking fun at not only "Twilight," but the genre of vampire romance fiction that has
popped up and detracted from the glorious myths of vampires. If you're a big
"Twilight" fan or an anti-"Twilight" fan, I suggest this book to you.
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CREATIVE LIFE
Who am I as a creative person?
How can I contribute
creatively to our world?
How do i live a creative
and examined life?

ENVIRONMENT

IGNRTIAN

Who am I in relation to the Earth, the
world's people, and other living things?
What is my environmental impact
and responsibility?
How can I live a
sustainable life?

Who am I?

Live in Community,
Act in the World.

Whose am I?
Who am I called to be?

Sophomore Residential Colleges
g stories, kicking back with friends, asking the big, "meaning of life" que
Irating coursework with personal experiences, mentoring, retreats, and
a whole lot of fun! Offering the class of 2013 five sophomore
idential college experience

Which one will you choose?
LEADERSHIP

DW

Who am I?

www.fairfield.eiiu/LLC

can I make a difference here, now?

How can I understand, appreciate,
and explore difference?

Whose am I?
How am I called to lead?

SERVICE FOR JUSTICE

IONS
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27, 2010
1:30-3 p.m., BCC Lower Level
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2010
8-9:30 p.m., BCC Oak Room
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2010
7-8:30 p.m., BCC Oak Room

How can I be me in this
diverse world?

rescoileges@fairfieltl.e
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BY JESSICA FONTANELLO
STAFF WRITER

Song: Lasso
Artist: Phoenix
A European band gaining popularity due to
Cadillac commercials, Phoenix has a completely
unique style that is so easy to sing along to. The
beats are also simple but catchy.
Song: Say I Am (Won
Artist: Gary Go
A refreshing song from UK singer Gary Go. With his uplifting
beats and powerful lyrics, this newly aspiring artist is adding a positive spin to the music industry. This song is also
featured in the trailer for Disney's "Oceans."

Photo illustration by Dan Leitao
Song: Fingerprints
Artist: Katy Perry

Song: A Drop in the Ocean
Artist: Ron Pope

Katy Perry releases yet
another hit that's just as
catchy as the rest Perry
sings about leaving an
impression and a reputation. Easy to relate to,
since we all want to be
remembered.

Song: Say Aah
Artist: Trey Songz ft. Fabolous
You could consider it a birthday
essential song (at least for 21-yearolds). Great to sing to, dance to,
and drink to.

THE

WORD

Newly emerging artist Ron Pope has
a heartfelt voice with vocals that are a
blend of Jesse McCartney and Gavin DeGraw. The lyrics are simply beauitful. This
is a song that you leave on repeat.

OF THE DAY IS:

Here's a question you probably won't see on a final exam:What do English, Politics, Information
Systems, Finance, Marketing, Management, Communications, and Economics majors have in
common?
Answer: a paid on-campus job... at The Mirror. Positions are available next semester at The Mirror, where an ideal internship sits just minutes from your dorm room. Now that's opportunity.

THE MIRROR
THE REFLECTION OF FAIRFIELD
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Advertisement
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JANUARY
FUSA PRESENTS COMING EVENTS

UPCOMING EVENTS

WICKED ON BROADWAY - THURSDAY, JANUARY 28TH
BUSES LEAVE ALUMNI HALL @ 4:30PM
FISH-FRENZY- FRIDAY, JANUARY29TH @ 8PM, BCC LL
STUFF-A-FRIEND - FRIDAY JANUARY 29TH @ 8PM, OAK ROOM
STUDENT LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE - SATURDAY JANUARY 30TH
9AM-3PM, DOLAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

FUSA CONCERT!

FUSA PRESENTS:
SEAN KINGSTON, EVE 6, AND KAT DELUNA
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 20TH - ALUMNI HALL
TICKET SALES BEGIN ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 1ST
THREE ACTS. ONE CONCERT

FUSA ELECTION INFO

FUSA LOGO CONTEST!

FUSA2010 ELECTION INFORMATION
JANUARY 19,2010 - FUSA ELECTION PACKET AVAILABLE IN BCC 212
FEBRUARY 5,2010 - ELECTION PACKETS DUE TO BCC 212
FEBRUARY 10,2010 - MEET THE CANDIDATES NIGHT - MAIN DINING ROOM AND THE LEVEE
FEBRUARY 17,2010 - FUSA PRIMARY ELECTION (IF NECESSARY)
FEBRUARY 23,2010- ELECTION DAY AND POST-ELECTION PARTY AT THE LEVEE

FUSA IS CHANGING ITS LOGO AND WE NEED
YOUR HELP.
STOP BY THE FUSA OFFICE OR LOG ON TO WWW.FAIRFIELD.EDU/FUSA TO
GET THE CONTEST RULES AND REGULATIONS. THE GRAND PRIZE WINNER
WILL RECEIVE A $500 GIFT CARD!

FUSA: THE OFFICIAL STUDENT GOVERNMENT OF FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BY THE STUDENTS, FOR THE STUDENTS

*

NOMINATE YOUR CAMPUS
HEROES TODAY!
LOG ONTO WWW.FAIRIFELD.EDU/FUSA FOR
MORE INFORMATION!
BECOME OUR FAN ON FACEBOOK!

TO PURCHASE TICKETS FOR EVENTS: VISIT THE BCC INFO DESK
FOR MORE INFORMATION: VISIT THE FUSA OFFICE AT THE LOWER LEVEL BCC OR LOG ONTO FAIRFIELD.EDU/FUSA
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COFFEE BREAK

Check online every week for
answers to our games.

Editor Tom Cleary » mirrorcoffeebreak@gmail.com

fairfieldmirror.com.

jy MIRROR SPORTS 3X5
Peacocks

HAIKU EDITION

Peanut Butter

I 15

ollow us at mirror3x5 now on Twitter! If we get to 1, 500,
then we can finally fire Tom and bring in Conan O'Brien!

Mustaches

Electricity-

Rome

^^^^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Sultry birds strutting

Great with grape jelly

Thomas Edison

Drunk night Swamp
wrestling match

She blinded me with
science!

TOM CXEARY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

We've got ourselves a
bleeder
KEITH CONNORS

Giambi's gold thong, 'stash
city

LA face, Oakland booty

ustache rides, call me.

Shake it, Tom, shake it.

GENERAL MANAGER

Beans above the frank.

Tom likes it chunky

CHRIS SIMMONS
MANAGING EDITOR

IF IT'S NOT GARDEN CATERING, IT'S JUST NOT SPECIAL!

HAVING TROUBLE GETTING BACK IN THE DAILY
GRIND?
START THE MORNING RIGHT OFF WITH GARDEN CATERING'S NEW

$3.50

BREAKFAST WRAPS

PICO DE VEGGIE WRAP (EGG WHITES, PICO DE GALLO, MUSHROOMS, AND SAUTEED ONIONS WITH SWISS CHEESE)
WESTERN WRAP (TWO SCRAMBLED EGGS, HAM, PEPPERS, ONIONS & PEPPERJACK CHEESE)
BREAKFAST BURRO (TWO SCRAMBLED EGGS WITH BACON, PICO DE GALLO, & CHEDDAR CHEESE)
BACON POTATO WRAP (SCRAMBLED EGGS SNUGGLED WITH BACON, CHEESE, AND A CHOPPED HASHBROWN)
*** AND OUR $2.50 BACON, EGG, AND CHEESE SPECIAL! ***
INCLUDES A SMALL COFFFEE!
'PRICES ABOVE EXCLUDE TAXES.

OPEN DAILY!

%*# %H CM %J \mr CJ

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 7AM TO 8:30PM
SUNDAY 9AM TO 5PM

NOW ACCEPTING YOUR STAGCARD!

OPEN DAILY - BREAKFAST

- LUNCH - DINNER

2074 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (NEXT TO MOBIL ON-THE-RUN)
PHONE: 203-870-8444
FAX: 203-870-8441
WWW.GARDENCATERING.NET

Coffee Break
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SendCyOUR
questions to
cCearcCee@
fairfie Cdmirror.
com

'Dear Dee,
My roommate and I get along really well and have become really good friends. She
has a boyfriend who I really like as well, but unfortunately, it seems almost every night
of the week I am getting sexiled. I would confront her, but I don't want to come off as
selfish, or hurt her feelings. What do I do?
Sexiled Stag
Dear Sexiled,
Oh, the joys of college! Being able to see your boyfriend every
day, sleep overs whenever, it all certainly has its perks!
That is, ifyou aren't the roommate who is asked to leave and
find something to do while your roommate and her boyfriend
have their fun ... But it seems like we all have an understand
ing of this in college, and can respect that time alone with
your significant other is extremely important, as it seems
that you too understand.
It doesn't mean, though, that the subject matter is always easy to talk about, especially if it's almost every night
of the week. If you and your roommate are as close as you
say (I believe you, don't worry), than I truly believe she
will understand where you are coming from ifyou tell her
what you just told me.
Friendship is always a two-way relationship; you
are understanding enough to give her and her boyfriend space when they need it, and if she really is a
good friend, she'll hear your request for a little more
time in your room instead of wandering the halls,
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with open ears.
And girl, I promise you that it will come off as anything but
selfish. She will be happy you brought it to her attention. Because
you are so easy going when she asks for time, she may not have
picked up on the reality that it was bothering you.
Ifyou aren't sure how to approach it, try to give her options
of how you can work around each other's schedule. This way,
you show her that you do understand — that you're okay
with having to leave sometimes, but that she might have to
make some compromises too.
I can bet that your roommate will appreciate the fact
that you are comfortable and trust her enough to approach her about a possibly messy situation! (No pun
intended ...) As the wise saying goes, "Chicks before..."
Disclaimer: This column is for entertainment only. The author-is a student, not
a licensed therapist, and this column is not intended to take the place of professional
advice. The views expressed are the author's and are not necessarily shared by The Mirror or
its staff.
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Big Man, Bigger Heart:

;HE SAID IT...

Anyone that follows the Stags knows that
this year's early-season success - despite the
team's recent 68-58 setback to Iona - is an
Last Thursday, Anthony Johnson made
absolute collective effort. Freshman point
history.
,
guard Derek Needham has received a lot of
According to thestat sheet, history came
credit for the team's 14-6 start because of
a tick under twelve
his absurd
maturation
minutes into the
beyond his
Stags' recent win •
years and
against Marist,
when the senior
15.5 points
forward recorded
per game,
the 1,000th point of
and righthis Fairfield career,
fully so.
a feat reached by
As has
only 37 other men.
junior forward Yorel
The accomplishHawkins,
ment solidified
Johnson's standing
who has
as one of the Stags'
returned
most imposing
from an injury plagued
scoring threats
in head coach
second half
of the 2009
Ed Cooley's brief
campaign
tenure.
But if you ask
to become
Cooley when hisan ideal
compliment
tory was made, he
on the wing
doesn't think of
to Needham.
Johnson's first half
lay-in at the 7:56
Peter Caty/'Ihe Mirror Anyone that
Senior forward Anthony Johnson recently tallied
has seen
mark.
his 1000th point as a Stag this past Thursday.
Hawkins
"He dove on
- and that
the floor today,"
includes a myriad of NBA scouts - knows his
Cooley joked. "I'll have to play the lottery.
immense potential.
He's allergic to the floor."
Senior Mike Evanovich's niche as the
Here's hoping Cooley listened to his own
team's surrogate sixth man. Sophomore
advice. In the wake of the Lake Wales, Fla.
Ryan Olander's range, length, and connative's eighth consecutive double-double
tinued maturation. Junior Lyndon Jordan,
of the season, he again dove headfirst onto
a natural point guard, and his work as a
the floor to secure a loose ball in thj Stags'
most recent game against Iona thisjpunday,
shooting guard. Everyone, in one way or anresulting in an Gael turnover.
other, has had a hand to play in the success.
As if a 25 point, eight-rebound effort
But if one man personifies the difference
wasn't already enough.
between last winter and the team's current
BY KEITH CONNORS

"You go to Beirut -1 mean Bridgeport - and it's a different situation, because it is kind of empty...
that's different."
-Loyola (Md.) head coach Jimmy Patsos on
the difference between playing Fairfleld at the
Arena at Harbor Yard and playing Siena at
the Times-Union Center, the Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference's (MAAC) largestfacility.

WHAT TO WATCH FOR

@ Loyola (Md.)
Thursday, January 28th

7:00PM

Fairfield v. Loyola, who recently scared Siena in Albany,
is merely a subplot; head coach Ed Cooley and boisterous
Greyhounds' head coach Jimmy Patsos have exchanged
words and a few stark glances on many occasions.

iMAAC STANDINGS
Team
Siena
Fairfield
Iona
Saint Peter's
Canisius
Niagara
Rider
Loyola
Manhattan
Marist

Overall Conf.
17-4
10-0
6-2
14-6
15-6
7-3
12-8
7-3
10-11
5-5
11-11
4-6
11-11
4-6
10-10
3-7
7-13
2-8
1-19
1-9

Johnson, Stags' emotional leader,
reaches 1000th point as a Stag

GENERAL MANAGER

situation atop the conference standings, it's
Johnson.
A year ago, Johnson was experiencing
a series of acute, unexplainable pains in
his chest during the season. Eventually, the
pain progressed to the point that Johnson
consulted with Cooley and Director of
Sports Medicine Mark Ayotte. Within the
blink of an eye, a trip to the health center led
to the discovery of a potentially life-threatening blood clot.
Just like that, Johnson's basketball career
was in jeopardy.
"When I first got hurt, I really didn't
know what was wrong," Johnson recalled at
the outset of the season. "But once they told
me what was wrong and I couldn't play basketball, it was the worst thing in the world."
Now, less than a year later, Johnson has
done more than overcome a devastating
situation; he's cemented his legacy as one of
the most inspiring stories in the program's
history.
"The kid really has come a long, long,
long, long way — from not being raised by
parents, to not knowing who the parents
are," Cooley said. "His story is unbelievable.
For him to be on track to graduate — and
he's only a couple of courses away — it truly
is a remarkable story.
"I'm just so proud of Fairfield for giving
that young man a chance to change his life,"
Cooley added.
But Johnson's story is far from complete.
As evident in his team's success, Johnson now finds himself the dangerous veteran of a team poised to challenge Siena for
conference supremacy come March. If given
the chance, it's hard to imagine a scenario in
which Johnson, a formidable paint presence
and the team's inspirational leader, isn't just
a factor in the team's postseason hopes; he
could be the factor.
Maybe, just maybe, there's more history
to be made.

Stags Enter Big Weekend Against Rivals Loyola, Rider
Bv TOM CXEARY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Stags entered this past weekend in the midst of a
tough stretch that includes playing seven of their final 11 games
on the road. But they also went into the weekend with a chance
to start to pull away from the rest of the pack in the MAAC and
stay just one game behind first-place Siena.
Instead, Fairfield came out and played one if its worst
games of the season against Iona on
Sunday afternoon, losing 68-58 at
the Hynes Center in New Rochelle,
NY. The loss dropped Fairfield into a
three-team tie for second place in the
MAAC, with Iona and Saint Peter's.
On Sunday the offense failed to
click and the defense allowed open
three-pointers. In the end, the better
team won that day, but for the Stags
NEEDHAM
(14-6,7-3 MAAC) there is still a lot to
look forward to.
"It was frustrating," said Needham, who scored 15 points
with four assists against Iona. "It always helps playing on the
road, win or lose. We don't want to be down. We'll be back."
Senior center Anthony Johnson scored 25 points for
the Stags against Iona and Yorel Hawkins chipped in with 11
points, but Fairfield's bench was outscored 5o-5 by the Gaels.
Iona also scored 33 points on 11 three pointers, while Fairfield
converted on four long range shots.
"We know that Anthony Johnson and [Ryan] Olander are
such a presence that we weren't going to score a lot of easy
points inside. We wanted to space them out and use their size
against them," Gaels second year head coach Kevin Willard
said. "And I thought we did a good job of taking good shots."
The Stags still face St. Peter.'s (12-8, 7-3) and Iona (15-6,
7-3) at home later in the season with a chance to take back
control of second place. Fairfield also still has important games
against Niagara at home (11-11,4-6) and Rider twice (11-11,
. 4-6), the.two. teams picked to finish second and third in the .

MAAC in the pre-season coaches poll. Both are surprisingly
struggling halfway through the conference season.
"We're in a bit of a logjam," head coach Ed Cooley said.
"As much as we wanted to win as a program, a better team beat
us. They played their game plan, they executed and they were
better than us today."
The Stags were able to pick up a road win and a sweep
of last place Marist on Thursday night in Pougkeepsie, NY.
Fairfield won 70-50, led by a double double from Anthony
Johnson (16 points, 11 rebounds). Johnson scored his 1,000th
career point in the game, becoming the 37th Fairfield player to
accomplish that milestone.
Fairfield led for the entire game and were ahead by as
many as 25 points in the second half. For Cooley, the win was a
special one, the first on the road against Marist.
"My first three years we played here, it wasn't a pleasent
experience" Cooley said. "I was 0-3 as a head coach and my
seniors were 0-3. That's all we talked about all week."
The fourth-year head coach has now won at every MAAC
school, except for Rider. The Stags face the Broncs on Feb.
12 and it could be Cooley's best shot to knock off Tommy
Dempsey's squad on the road.
After the victory over Marist, the Red Foxes head coach
Chuck Martin was quick to praise the Stags.
"That's a really good Fairfield team," Martin said. "That
team's got a chance to play in the NCAA tournament... Take
the Fairfield off the front of their jerseys, they could be an A-10
or Big East team, with their size and strength."
While Fairfield has tough matchups to long forward to down
the road, the Stags cannot over look the upcoming road trip to Baltimore to face Loyola (10-10,3-7 MAAC) and head coach Jimmy
Patsos on Thursday night. Earlier this season the Stags defeated
Loyola 65-60 on Jan. 8 at the Arena at Harbor Yard.
Patsos, who has had a heated relationship with Cooley in
the past, recently stirred the pot again. During the post-game
press conference following the Greyhounds game at Siena in
the Times-Union Center, he talked about playing in Bridgeport
at the Arena at Harbor Yard.
"You go to Beirut — I mean, Bridgeport^andit's a dik

ferent situation, because it's kind of empty, and even though
it's nice and everything, but you try and duplicate that in their
minds, that's different," Patsos stated.
Following Fairfield's game against growing-rival Loyola,
the Stags return home for a late afternoon game on Saturday
against Rider at the Arena at Harbor Yard at 4 p.m.

Dan Leitao/The Mirror

Head coach Ed Cooley and the Stags are in a
MAAC "log jam."
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Just Short

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Stephanie Geehan and the Stags battled back from a 16 point deficit to narrow the gap to two points late in the second half against Manhattan. However, they were unable to complete the
comeback. The loss drops the Stags to 9-10 overall and in 7th place in the MAAC with a 3-5 conference record.

Youthful Stags battle through middle of conference schedule
BY CHRIS SIMMONS
MANAGING EDITOR

Women's basketball head coach Joe Frager knew his
team was going to get younger this season after graduating
almost its entire starting lineup. He just didn't know how
much younger.
"The other day at Rider, I heard the lineup being an" nounced, and I heard, sophomore, freshman, freshman,
and sophomore," said Frager. "I turned to my assistant
coach and said, 'Oh my God. I didn't realize I was starting
two freshman and two sophomores.' We just need to get
older and work on getting better."
Throughout the season Frager has remarked on how
much he enjoys coaching this team and how well the players support each other. But that doesn't mean they aren't
exempt from making young mistakes.
"I think in the first half, we had open looks early that
we didn't knock down," said Frager. "And I think one of the
problems, being a young team, when you miss an open
shot, you miss a defensive assignment at the other end. It's
one thing if a team comes out and does something you've
never seen, but they didn't do anything we didn't scout."
Fairfield (9-10 overall, 3-5 MAAC) has slumped in
recent weeks, losing four straight MAAC games before going
1-1 this weekend. Fairfield beat Rider (2-17, 0-8) 51-45, but
lost to Manhattan (9-10, 4-4) 67-54.

Against Manhattan, the Stags battled back from being
down 17 late in the first half, to narrow the deficit to two
points in the second half, but were unable to connect on
free throws, including a few front ends of one-and-ones.
Fairfield finished the game seven of 17 from the line, while
the Jaspers went 19 of 21.
Not only have the Stags relied heavily on youth, but
they've also been battling injuries recently as well. Frager
said that he is a believer in repetition and to practice free
throws, the players run hard before going to the line to
simulate game situations. But with the recent injuries, the
Stags haven't had the depth.
Starting sophomore guard Desiree Pina has been
battling shin splints and starting freshman guard Katelyn
Linney has been playing with plantar fasciitis. Senior guard
Lauren Tucker is expect to be out at least three weeks with
a herniated disk while fellow senior forward Tara Flaherty
recently returned from an ankle injury, but still hasn't fully
recovered. Senior Kendra Hussey and sophomore Sarah
Paulus are out for the year with a neck and ACL injury
respectively.
With all the injuries and youth, one of the constants has
been senior forward Stephanie Geehan.
Geehan posted her 12th double-double of the season against Manhattan, scoring 19 points and grabbing 19
rebounds. She also had a double-double in the win against
Rider with 13 points and 10 rebounds. She was named the

MAAC Player of the Week.
"We struggled shooting," said Geehan after the game
against Manhattan. "We came out slow, but in the second
half, we hit a few shots in a row and got our energy up. We
shot the ball better, but in the first half, shots were just not
falling."
She also blocked 12 shots on the week and moved into
third place all-time on the MAAC and school blocked-shot
list, finishing the week with 240 for her career. She is 25
blocks shy of her own single-season record, and 28 shy of
the career program record.
Geehan finished the week ranked fourth in the nation
in blocked shots, 3.7 per game, and rebounds, 11.8 per
game. She has 12 double-doubles on the year, which is third
among D-I players.
Frager's goal is always to have his teams play their best
basketball at the end of the season for the MAAC Tournament. With players like Geehan along with Fairfield's youthful core improving, the Stags aren't out of anything yet.
"If we had won today, we likely wake up tomorrow
morning in fourth place in the MAAC," said Frager after the
loss to Manhattan. "Obviously, we're disappointed with our
overall record and our MAAC record, but even if we win 24
games, we're not getting an at-large bid to the NCAA Tournament. That's a mid-major basketball reality. We're going
to work on getting better."
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